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This book examines the agreements and
discrepancies between public understanding and
assumptions about refugees, and the actual beliefs
and practices among the refugees themselves in a
time of increasing mobility fuelled by what many call
'refugee crisis’. With a focus on language and
literacy practices among recently-arrived Karenni
refugee families in the United States, this book
explores the multilingual repertoires and
accumulated literacies acquired through the course
of the refugees' multiple movements. Through the
lens of transnationalism, the author emphasizes that
despite their numerous struggles, the refugees daily
and diligently use and strategize their old, emerging,
and evolving linguistic and literacy resources to
make the best of their resettlement. This book will
shed light on the language and literacy practices
among transnational and diasporic communities,
minoritized or marginalized groups for researchers in
these fields as well as practitioners and resettlement
agencies working with refugee populations.
Material Imagination in Architecture draws on history
and the visual arts, and contemporary architecture to
explore this popular theme in architectural practice
and education. In the context of a discipline
increasingly driven by digital production, this text
explores architecture and making and the diverse
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influences on the material reality of architectural
form: it argues that the crafts, fabrication and
assemblage of its making remain vital elements of
contemporary architectural language. This broadranging text bridges the gap between a technical or
otherwise fragmentary knowledge of materials of the
specialist, and the tacit or instinctive understanding
of materials that the artist, sculptor or architect may
have. It identifies key material themes pertinent to
contemporary architectural debate and develops a
discourse about future practice that is framed by
environmental imperatives and grounded in a
historical understanding of the meaning and use of
materials. Material iconology in architecture is a wellestablished tradition and this book draws on that
background to investigate the possibilities, and
limits, of using materials in contemporary design to
communicate the themes and contexts of an
architectural project, a material’s relationship to
context, and to the history of practices that belong to
the traditions of making buildings. Each theme is
explored in case studies from twelve countries
around the world, including the UK, USA, Spain,
Italy, Germany, Australia and China.
Learn about how different animals move.
A lavishly illustrated collector's guide to costume
jewelry provides detailed descriptions of different
pieces, the histories of well-known manufacturers,
biographical profiles of top designers, tips on
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collecting costume jewelry, and hundreds of
photographs and current prices. Original.
Systematic, practical, and accessible, this is the first
book to focus on finding the most defensible design
for a particular research question. Thoughtful
guidelines are provided for weighing the advantages
and disadvantages of various methods, including
qualitative, quantitative, and mixed methods designs.
The book can be read sequentially or readers can
dip into chapters on specific stages of research
(basic design choices, selecting and sampling
participants, addressing ethical issues) or data
collection methods (surveys, interviews,
experiments, observations, archival studies, and
combined methods). Many chapter headings and
subheadings are written as questions, helping
readers quickly find the answers they need to make
informed choices that will affect the later analysis
and interpretation of their data. ? Useful features
include: *Easy-to-navigate part and chapter
structure. *Engaging research examples from a
variety of fields. *End-of-chapter tables that
summarize the main points covered. *Detailed
suggestions for further reading at the end of each
chapter. ?*Integration of data collection, sampling,
and research ethics in one volume. *Comprehensive
glossary. ?
With increased life expectancy, the aged population
has grown markedly throughout the world, but there
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is a shortage of experienced nurses with expertise in
the holistic care of the elderly. This book is written to
inspire and empower such nurses. Care of the aged
has a long and noble history within the nursing
profession. Respect for the dignity of the elderly and
a commitment to their well-being have inspired
generations of nurses. But it is only in more recent
times that aged-care nursing has really 'come of age'
with the provision of sound evidence-based nursing
practice. The traditional ethical approach to agedcare nursing has thus become combined with sound
scientific knowledge in a modern holistic model of
care. Aged Care Nursing: A Guide to Practice is
written by clinicians for clinicians. Each chapter
describes contemporary nursing practice in a
specific area of aged care. The inclusion of evidencebased and outcome-based practices throughout the
book ensures that all readers, be they novices or
experts, will have a reliable and beneficial reference
to guide their practice. The chapter authors are from
several countries, and the content of each chapter is
presented generically to ensure international
applicability. Each author is a recognised expert in
his or her subject area, and all present their topics
with a focus that is practical, rather than academic.
?????????? ???????????????? ???????
??????.?????????? ?????????? ??????????????????????? ?????? ? ????????? ??????? ??????.
??????????? ???????????? ????? «???????????».
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????????????? – ????? ??? ? ?????? (?
???????????? ?? ???????).
The voices of lesbian poets both well-known and
previously unpublished are brought together in a
collection of 120 love poems touching on such
subjects as erotic exploration, the vicissitudes of
monogamous relationships, and unrequited love.
Reprint.
IELTS Exam Secrets helps you ace the International
English Language Testing System without weeks
and months of endless studying. Our comprehensive
IELTS Exam Secrets study guide is written by our
exam experts, who painstakingly researched every
topic and concept that you need to know to ace your
test. Our original research reveals specific
weaknesses that you can exploit to increase your
exam score more than you've ever imagined. IELTS
Exam Secrets includes: The 5 Secret Keys to IELTS
Exam Success: Time is Your Greatest Enemy,
Guessing is Not Guesswork, Practice Smarter, Not
Harder, Prepare, Don't Procrastinate, Test Yourself;
A comprehensive General Strategy review including:
Make Predictions, Answer the Question, Benchmark,
Valid Information, Avoid Fact Traps, Milk the
Question, The Trap of Familiarity, Eliminate
Answers, Tough Questions, Brainstorm, Read
Carefully, Face Value, Prefixes, Hedge Phrases,
Switchback Words, New Information, Time
Management, Contextual Clues, Don't Panic, Pace
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Yourself, Answer Selection, Check Your Work,
Beware of Directly Quoted Answers, Slang, Extreme
Statements, Answer Choice Families; A
comprehensive Listening review including:
Understanding Main Ideas, How to Interpret
Anything, Keys to Voice Changes, Finding the
Hidden Meaning, Developing Memory Enhancers; A
comprehensive Speaking review including:
Exhausting the Possibilities, Telling a Story, One
Size Fits All, Finding the Bridges, Pausing for
Success, Taking the Final Step, Perfecting the Art; A
comprehensive Reading review including:
Determining the Relationships, Making Strategic
Eliminations, Recognizing Switchback Words,
Understanding Word Types, Finding the Right
Opportunities, When Truth Doesn't Equal
Correctness, Avoiding the Trap of Familiarity; A
comprehensive Writing review including:
Approaching a Topic, Brainstorming for Success,
Picking a Main Idea, Starting Your Engines, Strength
Through Diversity, Weeding Your Garden, Creating
a Logical Flow, and much more...
?????????? ?????????? – ?????????? ??????????
??????. ??????? ?? ???? ??????? ??????? ??????.
????????? ??????????? ??????, ??????,
???????????. ??????????? ????? ????????. ???????
? 11 ??????? 1919 ?. ???????????????? ?? ????
??????, ? ??????? ?????????, ? ?????? ?
???????.????????: ???????????-????????????
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? ???????????? ?????????, ????????????? ??????,
????????? ???????, ???????? ??????? ?
??????????????? ??????????.
Entries from the diaries of high school senior Taylor
Black, augmented by narrative by her father, Tim
Black, detail how she coped as a brain cancer
patient and grew as a person through her illness.
Athletes’ Careers Across Cultures is the first book of
its kind to bring together a truly global spread of
leading sports psychology career researchers and
practitioners into one comprehensive resource. This
extensive volume traces the evolution of athlete
career research through a cultural lens and maps the
complex topography of athletes’ careers across
national boundaries exploring how social and cultural
discourses shape their development. The area of
athlete career development has traditionally been
dominated by a Western perspective, an imbalance
which has had a considerable influence on the
shaping of career studies more generally.
Stambulova and Ryba adopt a more culturally
sensitive approach, offering a comprehensive
analytical review of athlete career research and
assistance in 19 different nations. The authors
employ diverse theoretical, methodological and
practical ideas to demonstrate how local knowledge
enables a better understanding of the dynamics of
cultural diversity within the field. Athletes’ Careers
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Across Cultures considers the ‘cultural praxis’ of
athletes’ careers as a practical implication of the
cultural turn. As such it will stimulate the
development of culturally situated career research
and assistance and be an invaluable and
internationally relevant resource for academics,
professionals and students working in sport and
exercise psychology.
An entire year's worth of colored pencil instruction
and inspiration in one hefty volume. A collection of
the 12 issues of Ann Kullberg's COLOR magazine
from 2015. Dozens of clear step-by-step lessons,
techniques, critiques and hundreds of tips and
inspiring images of beautiful colored pencil work.
Also includes selected artwork from the 16th Annual
Online Shows conducted by Ann Kullberg. Fully
indexed.
"If you enjoyed Fifty Shades of Grey or Bared to
You, you will LOVE this. The characters are realistic
& lovable. You will be hooked on this
series."--LoveBooks "'There is one regret I have
about reading this series--that I waited so long to
read it'--Nelle L'Amour, New York Times bestselling
author. USA TODAY Bestselling series. **This book
is the first 167 pages (41,000 words) for the
bestselling Pearl Series.** Pearl Robinson, is a
beautiful and smart documentary producer. She's
forty, divorced and single and hasn't even had a date
for over two years. She has given up on love. When
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she hears about Alexandre Chevalier, a young
French, Internet billionaire, she assumes he's a geek
who wears a hoodie and keeps pet rats in his
bedroom. How wrong she is! She bumps into him
face to face and is stunned by his charm, beauty and
sophistication, and startled by her strong feelings
and desire for a man fifteen years her junior. His
looks, wealth and worldwide triumph with his social
media site, HookedUp, means he can get any
woman he chooses, but there is something about
Pearl he finds irresistible... The couple begins a
passionate affair and Pearl's body is awakened in
ways she never imagined possible. She is consumed
by him and his magical touch. But dark secrets,
jealous family members and other external forces
are threatening to pull them apart. Reading order: #1
Shades of Pearl #2 Shadows of Pearl #3 Shimmers
of Pearl #4 Pearl #5 Belle Pearl Also available:
novels #1 #2 and #3 in one volume: The Pearl
Trilogy **Sexy strong language and romantic
erotica**
Show off your last name and family heritage with this
Unwyn coat of arms and family crest shield notebook
journal. Great birthday, diary, or family reunion gift for
people who love ancestry, genealogy, and family trees.
Afefe Ogo says .".".. true magical energy is derived from
the individual witch's creative process and their
connection with those forces that they have developed
relationships with." In Kindoki the Witch will learn to wield
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potent methods that indeed foster such a connection with
the 'forces' that have helped Magicians, Sorcerers,
Witches and Shaman apply their magical energies for
thousands of years. Kindoki presents African methods to
the Western occultist from a Left Hand Path perspective.
For those who grew up reading obscure little booklets
found in the corner botanical, to those who favor large
ceremonial tombs, this text will bridge the gap by helping
the true practitioner accomplish tasks in a simple but
precise manner.
This book applies a number of different disciplinary and
geographical perspectives to ascertain whether and how
European youth identify with the EU, trust EU institutions
and engage in EU issues. It investigates the factors and
processes that predict the different ways in which young
Europeans engage (or do not engage) with social and
political issues and become active European citizens.
The volume is based on results from the first two years
of the Horizon 2020 CATCH-EyoU project (“Constructing
AcTive CitizensHip with European Youth: Policies,
Practices, Challenges and Solutions”). It addresses
different dimensions of active citizenship in the EU and
different processes and contexts that explain the
construction of youth active citizenship, including societallevel factors such as policy context and media;
interaction-level contexts such as school and family; and
individual-level factors. The final chapter emphasizes the
impact of the current historical context on the
development of young Europeans’ civic identity and
their understanding of the social and political reality. With
contributions from a variety of disciplines including
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psychology, political science, communications and
education, and spanning geographic contexts across
Europe, this book will be of interest to researchers
studying contemporary European youth and the
construction of young people’s identity. This book was
originally published as a special issue of the European
Journal of Developmental Psychology. Chapters 1 and 5
are available Open Access at
https://www.routledge.com/products/9780367236557.
While ninety percent of the world’s millionaires are men,
only ten percent are women, making it difficult for women
to wield the economic power that will create lasting
equality. Rachel Rodgers, founder of Hello Seven, a
company that coaches women in scaling their
businesses and their lives to seven figures, says it’s
time for a change. Women deserve the economic power
and equality that comes with wealth, and we all have it in
us to be millionaires. We Should All Be Millionaires
details a realistic, achievable, step-by-step path to
become a millionaire within the next three years.
Whatever is currently stopping you from having seven
figures in the bank—whether it is doubt, feeling
overwhelmed, imposter syndrome, trying too many
things, or simply not knowing where to begin—this book
shows you how to clear every obstacle in your way. We
Should All Be Millionaires will forever change the way
you think about money and your ability to earn it. In this
book, Rachel Rodgers—mother of four, attorney,
business owner, and self-made Black millionaire— shares
the lessons she’s learned both in her own journey to
wealth and in coaching hundreds of women through their
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own journeys to seven figures. Inside, you’ll learn: Why
earning more money is not “selfish” or “greedy” but in
fact, a revolutionary act that brings the economy into
balance and creates a better world for all. Why most of
the financial advice you’ve heard in the past (like “skip
your daily latte to save money”) is absolute nonsense.
An eye-opening history lesson on how women and
people of color have been shut out of the ability to build
wealth for centuries—and how we can fix this. How to
stop making broke-ass decisions that leave you feeling
emotionally and financially depleted, and start making
million dollar decisions instead. Why aiming to earn
$100K per year is not enough, and why you need to be
setting your goals much higher. The crucial ingredients
you need if you are serious about becoming a millionaire:
including your million-dollar vision, million-dollar squad,
and more. Strategies to bring more money in the door
and fatten your bank account immediately. (Including
Rodgers’ $10K in 10 Days Challenge which hundreds of
women have completed—with incredible results.) It’s time
to construct an entirely new attitude about money, claim
your power, and build the financial security that you need
and deserve.
I BELONG is a book of powerful affirmations that remind
children how special they are. It empowers them and
shows them that they can do and be anything that they
set their minds to. The sky is truly the limit!
His most recent book, " The Miracle of Fruits", is
intended to enlighten the readers of all ages the benefits
of including several servings of fruits in their daily diets.
Furthermore, it explains the use of fruits as natural
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means to prevent and cure chronic diseases, such as
Alzheimer's disease, anemia, arthritis, asthma, bowel
movement, cancers, depression, diabetes, erectile
dysfunction, heart diseases, indigestion, osteoporosis,
premenstrual and postmenopausal symptoms, stroke,
ulcer, vision disorders and weight control and how to
boost immunity and derive quick source of energy.
"From the elite performance coach for Michael Jordan,
Kobe Bryant, Dwyane Wade, and many others-and the
author of the powerful bestseller Relentless-a no-holdsbarred formula for winning that is ideal for business
people, athletes, and anybody wanting to achieve
success. In Relentless, Tim Grover showed that you
need to be tough and ruthless-toward others and
yourself-to achieve your goals. Now, in Winning he takes
that skill repertoire to an even higher level,
demonstrating why he is one of the world's most soughtafter mindset experts. Based on three decades of work
with elite competitors like Michael Jordan, Kobe Bryant,
and Dwyane Wade, Winning challenges you to destroy
every obstacle in your path, even if, at the moment of
greatest triumph, it may be all taken away. Whether
you're an athlete striving to win, an entrepreneur building
a business, a CEO managing an empire, a salesperson
looking to close a deal, or a high achiever determined to
stand in the winner's circle, Winning offers thirteen key
principles for ramping up your performance to the
maximum. If you're addicted to the taste of success and
crave more, then you're ready for the results-driven
performance formula found here. And if you're already
winning and want to learn how to execute excellence
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repeatedly-so you can own not just this moment, but the
next, and the next-then Winning is for you"-Wi-Fi telephony is the latest, most cost effective, and clearest
way of carrying voice data wirelessly. The great news is that it
can be integrated seamlessly into the same infrastructures as
currently used for computer and telephone data.The digital
quality is far above current cellular technologies. This book
will be among the first to discuss Session Initiation Protocol
(SIP), Quality of Service (QoS), and interoperability in
connection with Wi-Fi telephony. Security challenges are also
presented and solved along these malleable wireless
boundaries. In short, this book provides all the information
necessary for effective, reliable, crystal clear Wi-Fi telephony
service and implementation. *Using current telephone and
computer infrastructure this technology can be implemented
at low cost *The importance of Quality of Service (QoS) and
security of Wi-Fi telephony is considered *Enhances the
clarity of a call beyond a basic cellular phone using digital
data transfer
Electrical Engineering Accelerated Stress Testing Handbook
Guide for Achieving Quality Products As we move closer to a
genuinely global economy, the pressure to develop highly
reliable products on ever-tighter schedules will increase. Part
of a designer's "toolbox" for achieving product reliability in a
compressed time frame should be a set of best practices for
utilizing accelerated stress testing (AST). The Accelerated
Stress Testing Handbook delineates a core set of AST
practices as part of an overall methodology for enhancing
hardware product reliability. The techniques presented will
teach readers to identify design deficiencies and problems
with component quality or manufacturing processes early in
the product's life, and then to take corrective action as quickly
as possible. A wide array of case studies gleaned from
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leading practitioners of AST supplement the theory and
methodology, which will provide the reader with a more
concrete idea of how AST truly enhances quality in a reduced
time frame. Important topics covered include: * Theoretical
basis for AST * General AST best practices * AST design and
manufacturing processes * AST equipment and techniques *
AST process safety qualification In this handbook, AST cases
studies demonstrate thermal, vibration, electrical, and liquid
stress application; failure mode analysis; and corrective
action techniques. Individuals who would be interested in this
book include: reliability engineers and researchers,
mechanical and electrical engineers, those involved with all
facets of electronics and telecommunications product design
and manufacturing, and people responsible for implementing
quality and process improvement programs.
Both communitarianism and casuistry have sought to restore
ethics as a practical science—the former by incorporating
various traditions into a shared definition of the common
good, the latter by considering the circumstances of each
situation through critical reasoning. Mark G. Kuczewski
analyzes the origins and methods of these two approaches
and forges from them a new unified approach. This approach
takes the communitarian notion of the person as its starting
point but also relies upon the narrative and analogical tools of
case-based reasoning. He separates out the rhetoric that is
incongruent with the Aristotelian aspirations of each method
to show that the two are complementary, and that consensus
can emerge from fragmentation. He then applies his resulting
method to three major problems in bioethics: the difficulties
that the issue of personal identity poses for advance
directives, the role of the family in medical decision making,
and the refusal of treatment because of religious beliefs. He
analyzes the need to assume a communitarian notion of the
person as a starting point for the application of casuistic
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insights. Combining theoretical, practical, and scholarly
insights, this book will be of interest to philosophers, political
and social scientists, and bioethicists.
** A New York Times, Wall Street Journal, and USAToday
Bestseller ** Regardless of what you want to accomplish,
from growing your business, creating a great company
culture, championing a social cause, or affecting your habits,
you can’t do it alone. The people around you define your
success (whatever that means for you) and they have the
potential to change the course of your life. That’s what
You’re Invited is about: The most universal strategy for
success is creating meaningful connections with those who
can impact you, your life, and the things you care about. But
how do you make those connections and build trust quickly?
What do you do if you’re introverted or hate networking?
Behavioral scientist Jon Levy had no money, reputation or
status, but was able to convince groups of Nobel Laureates,
Olympians, celebrities, Fortune 500 executives, and even an
occasional princess to not only give him advice, but cook him
dinner, wash his dishes, sweep his floors, and then thank him
for the experience. The goal of his gatherings, much like this
book, was not networking, but to build meaningful and lasting
relationships. This private community based around the
dinner experience became known as “The Influencers”,
named for the member’s success and industry influence.
Since its inception more than a decade ago, The Influencers
has grown into the largest private group of its kind worldwide,
with a thriving community both in person and through digital
experiences. In You’re Invited, Levy guides readers through
the art and science of creating deep and meaningful
connections with anyone, regardless of their stature or
celebrity, and demonstrates how we develop influence, gain
trust, and build community so that we can impact our
communities and achieve what’s important to us.
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The Firmware Handbook provides a comprehensive
reference for firmware developers looking to increase their
skills and productivity. It addresses each critical step of the
development process in detail, including how to optimize
hardware design for better firmware. Topics covered include
real-time issues, interrupts and ISRs, memory management
(including Flash memory), handling both digital and analog
peripherals, communications interfacing, math subroutines,
error handling, design tools, and troubleshooting and
debugging. This book is not for the beginner, but rather is an
in-depth, comprehensive one-volume reference that
addresses all the major issues in firmware design and
development, including the pertinent hardware issues.
Included CD-Rom contains all the source code used in the
design examples, so engineers can easily use it in their own
designs
Raised with limited peer interaction, Ernestine St Bennett has
difficulty interpreting social cues. At twenty-five she's become
a loner; a shy nerd immersed in her scientific studies, whose
best friend is her pet fish, Waldo.Then Ernestine meets
Simon Prime, who's obviously a nerd, too! Sympathizing with
his social dysfunction, Ernie decides to help poor Simon
increase his self-esteem and thus enhance his social
standing. Using principles learned in her fish studies, she'll
simply turn Simon from meek to macho.What Ernestine
doesn't know (but Waldo suspects) is that Simon Prime is
really ex-cop, private investigator Sam Pierce in disguise. A
man who definitely doesn't need his masculinity enhanced!
A Professional Gamers Guide to Mass Effect: Andromeda
from
Collects more than 1,400 English-language proverbs that
arose in the 20th and 21st centuries, organized alphabetically
by key words and including information on date of origin,
history and meaning.
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The authors provide valuable information specific for African
travel and tracing African genealogy using traditional
methods, the Internet and DNA technology.
"My heart wandered through the world constantly seeking
after my cure, but the sweet and delicious water of life had to
break through the granite of my heart." When the words of
Rumi enter your heart, something softens, breaks, and is
subtly reborn. That he wrote the words seven hundred years
ago in a medieval Persian world that bears little resemblance
to ours makes their uncanny resonance to us today just that
much more remarkable. Here is a treasury of daily wisdom
from this most beloved of all the Sufi masters—both his prose
and his ecstatic poetry—that you can use to start every day for
a year, or that you can dip into for inspiration any time you
need to break through the granite of your heart.
The InfoSec Handbook offers the reader an organized layout
of information that is easily read and understood. Allowing
beginners to enter the field and understand the key concepts
and ideas, while still keeping the experienced readers
updated on topics and concepts. It is intended mainly for
beginners to the field of information security, written in a way
that makes it easy for them to understand the detailed
content of the book. The book offers a practical and simple
view of the security practices while still offering somewhat
technical and detailed information relating to security. It helps
the reader build a strong foundation of information, allowing
them to move forward from the book with a larger knowledge
base. Security is a constantly growing concern that everyone
must deal with. Whether it’s an average computer user or a
highly skilled computer user, they are always confronted with
different security risks. These risks range in danger and
should always be dealt with accordingly. Unfortunately, not
everyone is aware of the dangers or how to prevent them and
this is where most of the issues arise in information
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technology (IT). When computer users do not take security
into account many issues can arise from that like system
compromises or loss of data and information. This is an
obvious issue that is present with all computer users. This
book is intended to educate the average and experienced
user of what kinds of different security practices and
standards exist. It will also cover how to manage security
software and updates in order to be as protected as possible
from all of the threats that they face.
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